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India celebrated its fiftieth year of independence in 1997. This book has been written with a view to bring out India being the oldest
civilized nation of the world. It would be demeaning the country to call it only a fifty-year-old independent country when we have
been independent for lacs and crores of years, except for a small period of 140 years of British regime. The Muslim rule of about
six hundred years has been taken as independent period because during this period, Muslim rulers were sovereign, independent
Indian rulers rather than under any foreign power. And most of the kings were born and brought up in India and imbibed with
Bhartiyata. It was the British who ruled India as a colony only, bracketing us with the newly found lands of America, Africa, and
Australia; whereas, we had been the most advanced, most educated, and richest country of the world in the past, particularly
during the Maurya, Gupta, and Mughal periods. Tracing the concept of independent India, this book has taken the shape of Indias
full history, with specific reference to the theme of independence through ages, since vedas.
Arts of Hindustan is a comprehensive book which tells about the art and culture of Hindustan also known as India. It refers the art
& culture, architecture, food, clothing etc. originated in ancient India. Readers will come to know about each and every thing about
India through this book which would definitely help the readers to enhance their knowledge about Indian Culture and make them
curious to know more.
With more than a billion citizens - almost 18 per cent of the world's population - India is a reflection of over 5,000 years of
interaction and exchange across a wide spectrum of cultures and civilizations. "India Today: An Encyclopedia of Life in the
Republic" describes the growth and development of the nation since it achieved independence from the British Raj in 1947. The
two-volume work presents an analytical review of India's transition from fledgling state to the world's largest democracy and
potential economic superpower. Providing current data and perspective backed by historical context as appropriate, the
encyclopedia brings together the latest scholarship on India's diverse cultures, societies, religions, political cultures, and social and
economic challenges. It covers such issues as foreign relations, security, and economic and political developments, helping
readers understand India's people and appreciate the nation's importance as a political power and economic force, both regionally
and globally
Sustainable Resource Recovery and Zero Waste Approaches covers waste reduction, biological, thermal and recycling methods
of waste recovery, and their conversion into a variety of products. In addition, the social, economic and environmental aspects are
also explored, making this a useful textbook for environmental courses and a reference book for both universities and companies.
Provides a novel approach on how to achieve zero wastes in a society Shows the roadmap on achieving Sustainable
Development Goals Considers critical aspects of municipal waste management Covers recent developments in waste biorefinery,
thermal processes, anaerobic digestion, material recycling and landfill mining
This book provides a definitive account of events and movements that led to the formation of modern, independent India. 2 Parts:
Part I: Establishment of the British Rule in India - Colonial Economy - Resistance to Colonial Rule - Socio-Cultural Impact of
Colonial Rule in India - Economy 1858- 1914. Part II: Early Indian Nationalism - Inter-War Economy of India - Nationalism under
Gandhi`s Leadership - Other Strands of the National Movement - Towards Freedom.

An authoritative primer to Jyotish, or Vedic Astrology, this book draws on the author's extensive study of the tradition.
Andrew Mason explains in detail the practical applications of Jyotish, introduces the planets, signs and houses, as well
as the many rich and highly entertaining mythologies of the system with an explanation of how to interpret them. He also
covers Vedic Astrology's sister science, Ayurveda, and describes how they interact to provide insight into celestial timing,
sustained health and general wellbeing. With sample charts that show the applications throughout, the book provides a
complete an accessible resource on Jyotish for students of Indian astrology and Ayurveda practitioners. It will also be of
interest to anyone with a passion for astrology.
Ever-Increasing Population And Demand Of Built-Up Spaces Have Constrained Our Society To Go For Compact And
Multi-Storeyed Building Premises. In Metropolitan Cities, There Was No Choice For Town Planners But To Go For
Vertical Expansion Rather Than Horizontal. The Net Result Was Construction Of Thousands Of Multi-Storeyed
Complexes Which Needed Proper Fire Security Arrangements. Legislation Exists At Different Levels Incorporating
Different Type Of Restrictions To The Designers And Occupiers Of The Building. A Vast Amount Of Guidelines Exists But
Not Known To Everybody Engaged In The Field.This Book Is Designed To Cover This Gap And Will Be A Right Choice
In This Direction. It Comprehensively Deals Not Only With The Fundamentals Of Fire Engineering Appends Different
Building Bye-Laws And Relevant Abstracts From Bis And National Building Codes, Nfpa, Lpa, Tac, Etc. But Reviews
Structural Safety, And Provides Sufficient Multi Disciplinary Guidelines For Selecting Proper Gadgets For Complete Fire
Safety Of Building Complexes. A Complete Treatise On Fire Security Of Its Own Kind For The First Time In India.
We are caught up in the cycle of so-called "holy wars." In The Jihad of Jesus, Dave Andrews argues that while this intercommunal conflict is endemic, it is not inevitable. Depending on our understanding, our religions can be either a source
of escalating conflict or a resource for overcoming inter-communal conflict; and for our religions to be a resource for
overcoming conflict, we need to understand the heart of all true religion as open-hearted compassionate spirituality. In
the light of an open-hearted compassionate spirituality, we can reclaim the word "jihad" from extremists who have
(mis)appropriated it as a call to "holy war," and reframe it, in truly Qur'anic terms, as a "sacred nonviolent struggle for
justice"; and we can reconsider Jesus, as he is in the Gospels, not as a poster boy for Christians fighting crusades
against Muslims, but as "a strong-but-gentle Messianic figure" who can bring Christians and Muslims together. As this
book shows, many Christians and Muslims have found Isa (Jesus) and the Bismillah (celebrating the mercy, grace, and
compassion of God) as common ground upon which they can stand and work for the common good. The Jihad of Jesus
is a handbook for reconciliation and action: a do-it-yourself guide for all Christians and Muslims who want to move
beyond the "clash of civilizations," join the jihad of Jesus, and struggle for justice and peace nonviolently side by side.
Within the last two decades, India has not only enacted specific legislation on environmental protection but has also
virtually created a new fundamental right to a clean environment in the Constitution. The models and methods adopted in
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the Indian context appear, at first sight, similar to those in other common law systems. Yet there are many subtle
differences which have changed the structure and content of legal development in India. Indian environmental
jurisprudence brings out the unique characteristics of a new legal order which has gradually been established in India.
The distinguishing nature of this jurisprudence, as this book shows in detail, has three interconnected elements. First, the
nature of the new Indian constitutional law regime accords greater importance to public concerns than protecting private
interests. Secondly, this jurisprudential development reflects certain aspects of Indian legal culture, through implicit and
explicit reliance on autochthonous values and concepts of law, encapsulated in the Indian juristic postulate of "dharma,"
Thirdly, the emerging Indian environmental jurisprudence bears testimony to the activist role of the Indian judiciary which
has also had a significant impact in many areas other than environmental law. In short, the development of environmental
jurisprudence in India manifests neo-"dharmic" jurisprudence in postmodern public law. It accommodates ideas currently
voiced by experts around the world for protecting the environment in forms modified by the Indian legal culture.
"Hired by the world's leading brands to find out what makes their customers tick, Martin Lindstrom spends 300 nights a
year overseas, closely observing people in their homes. His goal: to uncover their hidden desires and turn them into
breakthrough products for the world's leading brands. In a world besotted by the power of Big Data, he works like a
modern-day Sherlock Holmes, accumulating small clues to help solve a stunningly diverse array of challenges. In
Switzerland, a stuffed teddy bear in a teenage girl's bedroom helped revolutionize 1,000 stores, spread across twenty
countries, for one of Europe's largest fashion retailers. In Dubai, a bracelet strung with pearls helped Jenny Craig offset
its declining membership in the United States and increase loyalty by 159 percent in only a year. And in China, the look
of a car dashboard led to the design of the Roomba vacuum - a great American success story. How? Lindstrom connects
the dots in this globetrotting narrative that will fascinate not only marketers and brand managers, but anyone interested in
the infinite variations of human behavior. The Desire Hunter combines armchair travel with forensic psychology into an
interlocking series of international clue-gathering detective stories. It presents a rare behind-the-scenes look at what it
takes to create global brands; and along the way, reveals surprising and counter-intuitive truths about what connects us
all as humans"-Contributed articles.
Rodeo researcher and writer Reba Perry Blakely discusses Indian history in the State of Washington, especially the
Treaty of Walla Walla. She also attempts to interest the National Cowboy Hall of Fame in financing a book on the subject
that she proposes to write and talks about her own family history.
Benazir Bhutto was twice prime minister of Pakistan, and was campaigning for a return to power when she was
assassinated on December 27, 2007. She was born into a political family - her father, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, was Pakistan's
Prime Minister from 1973-77, and was deposed, imprisoned, and finally executed after a military coup. Benazir was
imprisoned repeatedly before leaving for exile in London. She began to take interest in the political activities of her
father's party - Pakistan people's Party (PPP), and returned to Pakistan in 1986. And in 1988, she was elected Prime
Minister. For the next decade she was one of the most prominent women leaders in the world, and was seen in particular
as a symbol of progress in women's rights. Bhutto was again forced into exile in 1999 and came back to Pakistan in
October 2007 to lead her party in upcoming national elections. This book provides deep insights into the life and
achievements of Benazir Bhutto. Going deep into her family background, her early childhood and education, it describes
how her father was hanged and how she entered politics. Her policies and achievements as Prime Minister of Pakistan
has also been discussed. Her important speeches and interview have been incorporated as well.
Is India ready for superpower status or too far behind China to ever catch up? In his career as one of India's leading
journalists and entrepreneurs, Raghav Bahl has often faced this question, and many others, from bewildered visitors: *
Why are Indian regulations so weak and confusing? * Why is your foreign investment policy so restrictive? * How come
your hotels are world class, but the roads leading to them are so potholed? * Why don't you lower your voice when you
make fun of your politicians? * Why do you control the price of oil and cable TV? Clearly there's a huge difference in how
India and its arch-rival China work on the ground. China is spectacularly effective in building infrastructure and is now
reinvesting almost half its GDP. Meanwhile, India is still a "promising" economy: more than half its GDP is consumed by
its billion-plus people, yet India has some unique advantages: Half its population is under twenty-five, giving it a strong
demographic edge; 350 million Indians understand English, making it the largest English-speaking country in the world;
and it's the world's largest democracy. In the race to superpower status, who is more likely to win: China's hare or India's
tortoise? Bahl argues that the winner might not be determined by who is investing more and growing faster today but by
something more intangible: who has superior innovative skills and more entrepreneurial savvy. He notes that China and
India were both quick to recover from the financial crisis, but China's rebound was accompanied by huge debt and
deflation, with weak demand. India's turnaround was sturdier, with lower debt and modest inflation. So India's GDP grew
twice as fast as China's for a few quarters-the first time that had happened in nearly three decades. And in contrast to
China's Yuan, which is pummeled for being artificially undervalued, India's rupee largely floats against world currencies.
In the end, it might come down to one deciding factor: can India fix its governance before China repairs its politics? With
insights into the two countries' histories, politics, economies and cultures, this is a well-written, fully documented,
comprehensive account of the race to become the next global superpower. For anyone looking to understand China,
India and the future of the world economy, this is the book to read.
This is the fourth volume in the Indian history series From Indus to Independence: A Trek through Indian History. Its title
‘The Onslaught of Islam’ is apt, since the book covers the initial period in which the newly founded religion of Islam
started to move eastwards. Islam, almost immediately after its inception, had subdued large parts of the western regions
of the Middle-East and stemmed the eastward movement of the Byzantine Empire. In ancient and medieval times all
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invaders of the Indian sub-continent came through the Khyber Pass in the Hindu Kush mountain ranges. The book
examines the different invading armies starting with the Persian army of Darius the Great, the invasions of the Kushans
and the White Huns, the repeated assaults by Mahmud of Ghazni ‘The Hammer of the Idolaters’, and the arrival of
Muhammad of Ghur into the Indian sub-continent. While describing the military successes and failures of the Islamic
armies the book also analyses the philosophical intermingling of cultural and religious ideas. This volume brings the
narrative of Indian history to the establishment of the Delhi Sultanate.
Collection of articles presented at the Seminar on Public Policy Analysis and Design organized by Lal Bahadur Shastri
National Academy of Administration from 23 to 25 August, 1993; with special reference to India.
This Handbook contains the procedures and processes followedfor transacting the business allotted to the Ministry of
Parliamentary Affairs.
This study of Indian History and Culture has been designed for both students and general readers. This book puts
emphasis on the main currents of Indian history in all its facets-political, social, economic and cultural aspects.
Dr. Radhakrishnan Is An All Time Favourite Of Academicians And Philosophers And Deemed The Most Trustworthy
Friend Of The Common Man. The Present Book Fulfils The Need Of All Those Who Are In Quest Of Testing The Nectar
Of Radhakrishnan S Wisdom In A Condensed Form. His Book On Gandhi, That Awakens Our Conscience And Infuses
With Love For Gandhi, Has Been Particularly Studied. Written In A Style Which Appeals To The Intellectual And The
Layman Alike, This Book Is Bound To Be A Great Source Of Intellectual Enrichment As Well As Spiritual Enjoyment For
Those Who Recognize That Mind Must Always Remain Above Matter. Aptly Remarked By Justice Gulab Gupta, Ex-Vice
Chancellor, Rani Durgawati University, Jabalpur,It Is An Extraordinary Work Of Understanding And Expression And
Would Promote Respect For Spirituality, Morality And Noble Thoughts... Ms. Mamta Anand S Analysis And Interpretation
Of Gandhiji S Prabhamandal Reinterpretes Gandhiji S Evolution As A Mahatma.
It was the time of the Cold War. After defeating Pakistan in the second biggest armed conflict since the Second World
War, Indian Prime Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri arrived in Tashkent, former USSR, to sign a peace accord. After days of
extended negotiations, the peace agreement was signed between India and Pakistan in the presence of Alexei Kosygin,
the USSR Premier. Hours later, at 1.32 AM, Shastri died in his dacha. Abruptly. Mysteriously. Soon after, his official
Russian butler and the Indian cook attached to the Indian ambassador were arrested by the Ninth Directorate of the KGB
under the suspicion of poisoning Shastri. No post-mortem was done. No confession was achieved. There was no judicial
enquiry ever. It's been 50 years since his death, and we still don't know the truth. Was it really a heart attack? Was he
poisoned? Did the CIA kill him? Was it the KGB? Was it a state-sponsored murder? Vivek Ranjan Agnihotri along with his
motley team of inexperienced assistants turned whistle-blowers investigate the mystery behind Shastri's death and find
themselves in a mirror-world where all and everybody is suspect. But they cannot remain distant, for the painful story of
India touches their own lives as they discover how the country was put up for sale.
Journey of Survivors is one book that sums up the entire 70,000-year journey of India and her people. The book contains not just
history, but also some interesting legends like how the Asuras were once our god, the legendary kingdom of women in the
Himalayas, Alexanders search for somras, the bloody coins of Jesus that made its way into India and how Genghis Khan helped
cool the earth. It discusses interesting facts like Chanakyas cunning policies, science in ancient India, the myth of Indians never
attacking foreign lands, the Indian Greeks, how Buddhism died in India, how few Indian officials sailed across the Bay of Bengal in
search of a king, the woman who defeated Ghori, the mysterious distribution of rotis before the revolt of 1857, the letters of Indian
soldiers during the world war and how the 1975-77 Emergency changed Sholay's ending. The book poses intriguing questions like
what is the identity of India, did temple destruction only happen in medieval India, was Gandhi a hero and will India survive. At the
end, the author tries to discuss the various issues that in his opinion India, as a nation, needs to address.
A Largely Rewritten Version Of A Classic History Of Early India Concerned Not Only With The Past But Also With The Interaction
Of The Past And The Present. Romila Thapar S Penguin History Of Early India Brings To Life Many Centuries Of The Indian Past.
Dynastic History Provides A Chronological Frame But The Essential Thrust Of The Book Is The Explanation Of The Changes In
Society And Economy. The Mutation Of Religious Beliefs And Practices, The Exploration Of Areas Of Knowledge In Which India
Excelled, Its Creative Literature, Are All Woven Into A Historical Context. In This Version, The Opening Chapters Explain How The
Interpretations Of Early Indian History Have Changed. Further, Although The Diversity Of Sources And Their Readings Are Well
Known, Nevertheless, This Narrative Provides Fresh Readings And Raises New Questions. Romila Thapar Gives A Vivid And
Nuanced Picture Of The Rich Mosaic Of Varied Landscapes, Languages, Kingdoms And Beliefs, And The Interaction Between
These That Went Into The Making Of A Remarkable Civilization.
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